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July 11th 2012:Discover Your Erotic Nature
Join us for a conversation about Discovering Your Erotic
Nature with author of the best -selling book The Sexual
Practices of Quodoushka - the first book presenting the Sexual
Anatomy Types from the Nagual tradition. Amara Charles
shares a conversation answering the questions: how can
knowing your own Sexual Anatomy Type make lovemaking
much more pleasurable? And how can knowing your partners'
type make you a much more caring, sensitive lover? Amara
Charles has been on a book tour, recently traveling in
Australia, New Zealand, China and Nepal — and getting a
fabulous reception sharing the am
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Featured Guest
Amara Charles

Guest Image

Amara Charles Keeps the Fire states: if there is any single thing which I believe most
strongly, it is that we all have the need for happiness in our intimate relationships. What
is required is honest communication, the ability to listen and enough personal power
to ask for what you want. The way to win the utmost joy in life is to cherish the people
closest to you by supporting their dreams and treating them with gratitude and respect.
Internationally renowned sex and intimacy author Amara Charles has facilitated
Spiritual Sexuality programs around the world since 1989. Her dynamic, insightful and
often provocative presentations inspire her audiences to uplift their relationships to
profoun
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